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data warehouse projects, 122–124, 369–396
improved, 393–394
learning. See education
load (in ETL process), 322
long-term success for DWs, 397–420
lost institutional knowledge, 29–30

**M**
mainstream users, BI solution and, 352
management reporting, 43
consistent, 139
managing data warehouse projects, 124–129, 369–396
managing enterprise DW resources, 400–405
managing the business v. running the business, 43, 151
maps, BI presentation and, 348
marketing hype, technology products and, 308–309
marketing, of BI solution/application, 361–362, 369
master data, 240
DW and, 242
master data management (MDM), 240–243. See also information management
conformed dimensions and, 240
defined, 233, 426
Mastering Data Warehouse Design (Imhoff, et al.), 7, 8, 277, 290, 294, 424
matrix, business analyses-data source, 167–168
MDM. See master data management
middle managers, 81
models/modeling. See also dimensional modeling
BDM, 182–186, 347, 421
data, 9, 10
business requirements and, 171
defined, 6–7, 423
dimension modeling and, 7
3NF and, 176, 428
E-R, 176, 424
normalized, 176, 426
MOLAP (multi-dimensional OLAP), 426
monitoring industry innovation, 409–410
monitoring performance, 378–379
multi-dimensional databases, 181
multi-dimensional OLAP. See MOLAP
multiple hierarchies, 216, 217
Mundy, Joy, 277

N
narrow focus, DWs and, 25–26
navigation (BI solution/application), 347
90-day project, 37
normalized model, 176, 426. See also entity-relationship model
null, 262

O
ODS (operational data store), 408, 426
OLAP (online analytical processing), 426. See also HOLAP; MOLAP; ROLAP
OLTPs (online transaction processing systems), 426
DWs v., 4.5
one version of truth, 15, 41–43, 280
one-off reports, 36
online analytical processing. See OLAP
online transaction processing systems. See OLTPs
operating system layer (technical architecture), 299
operational application systems, DWs and, 43–45
operational business intelligence, 406–407
operational data store (ODS), 408, 426
operational reports, 43
order entry system data integration problem, 101
organizations. See businesses/companies
ownership of data. See data ownership

P
parameter-driven reports, 343
partnerships (business-IT), 9, 17, 75–109
Agile, Inc., 108
beyond projects, 104–107
business community
roles/responsibilities, 76–88
business analysts, 83–86
business champion, 79, 82–83
business user audience, 86
executive business sponsor, 78–80
middle managers, 81
project manager, 46, 86–88
senior management, 77, 78
communication in, 31, 96, 99–103
definition of, 75–76
external consulting, 80, 97–98
Giant Company, 107–108
importance of, 36, 420
IT roles, 88–95
BI application developers, 46, 94–95
business systems analyst, 90–91
CIO/IT executive sponsor, 89
data modeler/data architect, 92–93

data warehouse manager, 89–90

ETL developers, 93–94

source system analyst, 91–92

lack of talking in, 152

strength of, 76

Tips for, 95–99

Performance dashboards. See dashboards

Performance monitoring, 378–379

Performance scorecards. See scorecards

Policy dimension, 222

Policy underwriting (real-world DW initiative), 418

Portal, BI, 347, 348

Post promotion analysis, 145

Post-implementation review, DW projects and, 370–371

Power users, BI solution and, 354

Prepare data layer (data architecture)

Bottom-up approach, 285, 287, 288–289

Top-down approach, 292–293

Presentation (BI solution/application), 347–351

Presentation servers, 289–290, 317, 318

Presentation tips, 102. See also communication

Primary key, 228

Prioritization process, 166–169, 177

Business analyses-data source matrix, 167–168

Implementation alternatives in, 167–168

Setting priorities, 168–170

Production data warehouse, 369–396. See also data warehouse projects

Agile, Inc. and, 395

Aligning DW objectives with business goals, 391–392

Bug fixes, 384

Giant Company and, 394–395

Maintaining, 380–381

Maintaining environment, 376–379

Performance monitoring/capacity planning and, 378–379

Staffing production activities, 376

Stalled

Causes for, 385–388

Jump-starting of, 388–393

Tracking questions/problems, 382–384

Production environment (technical architecture), 298

Production system. See ETL production system

Profiling data. See data profiling

Profitability analysis (sample business theme), 141

Progress, celebrating, 416–417

Project briefings, 103

Project charter, 112–117

Business requirements and, 166–167

Call Center DW, 114–116

Prioritization session and, 166–169, 177

Sections of, 113, 116

Project deadline trap, 23

Project manager, 46, 86–88
project scope, 19, 23
business requirements and, 166
Call Center DW project and, 117, 118
prioritization session and, 166–169, 177
project teams
business requirements gathering process and, 150–152
interview session (requirements gathering process) and, 154
members of, 46
tips for, 98–99
promotion financial results, 145
promotion performance tracking, 144
promotion planning, 144
proprietary databases, 181
public education evaluation, data quality and, 257–258
publish data layer (data architecture)
bottom-up approach, 285, 287, 289–290
top-down approach, 294–295
Purchase Order degenerate dimension, 220

Q
queries. See also SQL
defined, 342, 427
dimensional modeling and, 177
source data analysis and, 177–178
SQL and, 342

R
real-time data warehousing, 407–408
real-world data warehouse initiatives, 418–419
call center scheduling, 419
customer relationship management, 418
policy underwriting, 418
teacher supply and demand, 418–419
vendor performance management, 418
reference data. See attributes
relational databases, 181
relational OLAP. See ROLAP
reports. See also BI
ad hoc, 345
exception, 5, 13
BI and, 344
defined, 344
e-mail notification and, 351
issues with, 12
interactive, 344
parameter-driven, 343
report cards. See scorecards
reporting environments, 58–70
request for information (RFI), 305
request for proposal (RFP), 305
requirements for DW projects. See business requirements
Retail Sales fact group, 185, 186
names/definitions for, 186
return on investment (ROI), 31, 62
revenue forecast (sample business data requirement), 146–147
RFI (request for information), 305
RFP (request for proposal), 305
roadblocks. See failures
ROI (return on investment), 31, 62
ROLAP (relational OLAP), 427
role-playing dimensions, 222–224, 427
Ross, Margy, 277
running the business v. managing the business, 43, 151

S
Sales Results Report (dimensional model), 181
SCDs (slowly changing dimensions), 216–218, 427
scope. See project scope
scorecards (performance scorecards)
BI presentation and, 348–349
defined, 427
SDLC (system development life cycle), 89
security, BI solution/application and, 359–360
senior management, 77, 78
silo reporting environments, 12, 272
single source of data (data-related business theme), 142
single version of truth, 15, 41–43, 280
slowly changing dimensions. See SCDs
SME (subject matter expert), 244
snowflake schema, 427
source data analysis, 177–178
source system analyst, 91–92
source systems, 6, 427
source to target data map, 211
Sousa, Ryan, 290
spreadsheet integration functionality (case study), 307
SQL (structured query language)
defined, 428
OLAP and, 426
queries and, 342
staging area, 427–428
staging data store, 291, 292
stalled data warehouses causes for, 385–388
jump-starting of, 388–393
star schema, 181, 428
Starting at Wrong End of Spectrum (case study), 252–253
statement of work, 117–120
stopgap functionality, 307
stovepipe applications, 279
strategic business requirements, 135, 138–140
description, 135
identifying, 138–139
sample, 139
structured query language. See SQL
subject matter expert (SME), 244
supplier performance analysis (sample business theme), 141
support (sample IT business requirement), 149
support team, data warehouse, 106–107, 376
system architecture. See architecture
system controls, BI solution/application and, 360–361
system development life cycle (SDLC), 89
system usage and tracking (sample IT business requirement), 148
systems community. See IT community
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